POWER & EMPOWERMENT SERIES

“WHAT’S IN YOUR WALLET?”

AN INTERACTIVE EVENT TO EXPLORE HOW POVERTY AND HEALTH MATTER TO OUR CAMPUS

WHO
Everyone is welcome!

WHEN
Friday, May 18th
12 – 1:30 pm

WHERE
Krugman Conference Hall
(Trivisible, RC2)

Drinks and light refreshments provided

RSVP
Click here or email
AnschutzInclusivityAlliance@ucdenver.edu

SPONSORS
Office of Diversity and Inclusion

The Care Equity Project brings concepts from the head to the heart using theatre, personal stories, and facilitation to improve health equity and end hunger in Colorado.

This workshop brings to life real stories about people with limited financial resources and the challenges they face in the health care setting. The workshop also explores how to serve the diverse population affected by the stigma of poverty.

FEATURING

Kaiser Permanente®
Arts Integrated Resources | AIR

CARE EQUITY PROJECT